
Naesys At SecureIT Conference 2017:

Naesys Joining hands with 7th elets SecureIT Conference As the Cyber
Security Partner to showcase our strength in IT Sector with our
multi-faceted approach to security – because for us security is not just a
product, it’s a process.

As today's cyber threat landscape is rapidly evolving.
These new generation of cyber-attacks are highly targeted and focused on
acquiring something valuable and vital to your organization, such as sensitive
personal information, intellectual property, and insider information.

These targeted attacks are happening across multiple threat vectors, utilizing
multiple attack stages, and are stealthy and persistent in nature.

NAESYS to participate in the Elets 7th SecureIT Conference to be held at Le
Meridien, Delhi on 23RD February 2017. It will cover a range of issues, like
Cyber Security, Disaster Management, Public Safety and Security, Infrastructure
Security, Border Management, Data Security, Data in Cloud, Network Security,
Network-based Attacks, ICT in Policing, Traffic Modernization, Telecom
vulnerabilities, Attacks on Telecom Networks, National Cyber Security Framework,
etc.

OUR PARTNERS:

FireEye:

FireEye Protects against unknown, zero-day attacks: FireEye Network uses the
signature-less FireEye MVX engine which executes suspicious binaries and Web
objects against a range of browsers, plug-ins, applications, and operating
environments that track vulnerability exploitation, memory corruption, and other
malicious actions.

As the attack plays out, the FireEye MVX engine captures callback channels,
dynamically creates blocking rules, and shares this information locally with other
FireEye platforms as well as with the global FireEye community to drive proactive
defense.



RSA:

RSA’s strategy fuses security insight with business context and creates an explicit
linkage between what our security technology is telling us and what that means in
terms of business risk.
The end result is what we call business-driven security, and RSA is the only
company that enables the three most critical elements of a sound security strategy:
rapid response and detection, control at the user access level, and business risk
management. No other company does this. Business driven security enables
organizations of all sizes to take command of their evolving security posture in this
uncertain, high-risk world.

About Naesys:

Our main business is to develop innovative solutions as per customer's need. We
work along with our partners to optimize the solution for our customers that are
best fit for their requirements.

Naesys Dimensions Solution Private Limited (Naesys) has come a long way in
terms of showing maturity to implement solutions that are aimed at solving the
complex & mission critical problems.

We have the profound expertise in providing the consulting, design, development
and support services to our customers. Dealing in the chosen industries such as
public sector, defense, education, transport, telecom, BFSI and health, we
have developed our knowledge and practices efficiently and have further perfected
them after dealing with multiple customers’ engagement from varied domain
areas.
For more information please visit www.naesys.com or write to us at
info@naesys.com

To Know More About Conference Please Visit-
http://naesys.com/secureitconference
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